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THE PHILIPPINES' LEADING
FARM MACHINERY SUPPLIER

JOHN DEERE 4040S

Happy 16th Anniversary TRACTORCO. We have been the

Leading Farm Machinery Supplier in the Philippines for 16

years. It was not easy but the whole team worked hard and

persevered to maintain this. Our mission is to be at the

forefront of the development of mechanization in the

Philippine agriculture and to maximize the potential of the

business. The Philippine Economy has been overly dramatic

for the past few years and those in the Agricultural Industry

were greatly affected. There were endless highs and lows on

the prices of the raw materials, machinery and fuel. Farmers

come and go too. Despite all of this, TRACTORCO stayed. We

are still here, still consistent in supplying high quality farm

machinery and we will always support Filipino Famers and

the Agricultural Industry. For as long as someone needs food,

there will always be farmers, when there are farmers there

will always be farm machinery suppliers, like TRACTORCO.
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TRACTORCO took a first step in a small workshop in Bubog, Talisay Negros Occidental reconditioning MASSEY FERGUSON,
FORD AND JOHN DEERE tractors.

Tractorco has been with us for over two
decades now. Through these years, I was
privileged to acquire 19 units of Reconditioned
Tractors & spare parts to maintain them
regularly. I am very satisfied with the services
offered by Tractorco. It has certainly helped
me with my farm needs.Thank you.

Totsy Sy
Sugarcane farm owner

Testimonial

RACTORCO expanded the business by importing farm machinery for sugarcane and collection of biofuel and establishing an
additional parts warehouse for retail

TRACTORCO never stop bringing innovation for the Philippine agriculture. We expandedour market from Negros Occidental to
the whole Philippines introducing machinery forLivestock, Corn, Cassava, Waste Management and Irrigation 

TRACTORCO moved to much bigger premises before the end of 2015.
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2018

2022

"Our Diet Mixer Feeder (TMR)has been operating
flawlessly for two and a half years. It is used daily to
feed 600 head of cattle, up to 14 loads per day.
Compared  to our previous feeding system using a
mixer and  feeder wagon, the FMV has improved the
daily weight gain by 6% and lowered the feed
conversion ratio by 4.5%. Our manpower requirement
was reduced by  2 names. The only part needed was a
belt for the lateral conveyor, needed to be replaced
after two years of use. Tractorco had the part on stock"

Livestock Owner
Rafael Lorenzo

Testimonial

Indeed, time passes by so fast when you’re working hard. 16 years ago, only a few people knew about
TRACTORCO. The owner and the employees have worked hard to achieve the highest level of customer
satisfaction with every machine we sell. And now, to date, we have delivered Tractors and Farm
Machinery from Batanes down to the provinces in Mindanao. In order to maintain strict quality control
TRACTORCO operates from one base in Negros but thanks to modern technology, TRACTORCO is just
one click or phone call away. Social Media platforms like Facebook, YouTube and our newly established
Website have been a great help too, especially for clients and customers who are not from the Negros
Island.

 

Based from the results that we have at present,
purchasing the Forage Harvester  from Tractorco is
an ideal choice because of its high quality and
performance. We are able to yield high
productivity with limitless possibility of further
expansion. To add, the after sales service and
readily available and accommodating technicians
from Tractorco makes it a more positive
experience in general.

Testimonial
Joseph Tayao
Cattle Farm Owner

A lot has happened during 2014, TRACTORCO also showcased the first ever TRACTORCO
AGRIMECHANICA in the country. This event was to introduced the latest farm machinery that can help
Filipino farmers engaging into the agriculture business to increase their efficiency and productivity with
less cost.  

Another TRACTORCO AGRIMECHANICA took place in the new premises on December 07, 2016. This 
 event focused on field demonstration, Seminars and one on one advise by our experts from different
parts of the world. 

The last TRACRORCO AGRIMECHANICA happened in 2018. Farmers across the Philippines have come to
see what TRACTORCO offers. More farm machines were on display. There were so many activities
showcasing the capabilities of each product. It was supposed to be an event every after 2 years but the
global pandemic happened. TRACTORCO wishes to host more AGRIMECHANICA in the years to come.
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What's next? TRACTORCO look forward to mechanized Corn Farming

It was announced on the news recently that the Philippine Government will take action on the production
of rice and corn but will prioritize the local farmers. It's about time to invest in high-quality Corn
Machinery such as Corn Planters, Harvesters, Choppers, Hammer Mills and so much more. 
                     TRACTORCO offers farm machinery suited for your Corn Production.
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Featured Machine: JOHN DEERE 115HP 4WD

TRACTORCO now offers Bank Financing opportunities 

Marayo Bank: 
 
 

James Gato
09198367434
rbmarayo_ebm@yahoo.com

Orix METRO Leasing and
Finance Corporation: 

 

Frochelle G. Brosas
(034) 433-0941, 433-0929
fgbrosas@orix.com.ph

Gusto 'nyo ba na magkaroon
ng Tractora at implements pero

kulang sa BUDGET?

Let's talk about it!
09175112061
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The journey of TRACTORCO Parts Department
Tractorco Company Inc. is a company that provides high-quality services and products. The PartsDepartment, the heart ofTractorco, continues
to improve its services despite the troubles and difficulties brought by the global crisis. It remains to have the biggest stock of tractor parts in
the Philippines with over19,600 line items imported from the UK including original and replacement parts. Each item is trusted to be first-rate
and sold at a competitive price. As TRACTORCO COMPANY INC. celebrates its 16th year of service, we will continue bringing high-quality
spare parts for the tractors and farm machinery of Filipino farmers.

TRACTORCO deliver parts around the Philippines
We deliver only the high-quality of parts for 

MASSEY FERGSUON, FORD, JOHN DEERE, LS TRACTOR and all implements we supply!

Thank you for being part of our company's success  
 over   the   years.   We   greatly appreciate    and    

value    your    continued support.

NANCY BALAGOSA-Parts Sales Manager     
0 9 1 7 5 7 7 2 8 8 2              

Inee Magbanua-Parts Sales      
0 9 1 7 1 5 2 9 1 9 1              
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Promo runs until July 30,2022
Parts Sales contact numbers: N A N C Y  B A L A G O S A         I N E E  M A G B A N U A

0 9 1 7 5 7 7 2 8 8 2              0 9 1 7 1 5 2 9 1 9 1
 


